The laws of hospitality
And then we came to red hills on our left, and lower red
hills on our right; we wound round a corner into a pocket,
and there in the bottom saw variegated green, apricot and
pomegranate trees, a few sheep and goats lying about, and
half a dozen tents or so belonging to the Philosopher's tribe.
The Tribe at Home
It is unlucky to reach a nomad's tent in the master's absence.
The laws of hospitality are based on the axiom that a stranger
is an enemy until he has entered the sanctuary of somebody's
tent: after that, his host is responsible, not only for his safety,
but for his general acceptability with the tribe. He is treated
at first with suspicion, and gradually with friendliness as he
explains himself—very much as if he were trying to enter a
county neighbourhood in England, for the undeveloped
mind is much the same in Lincolnshire or Luristan. From
the very first, however, once he is a guest, he is safe, in every
district I have ever been in except the wilder regions of Laki-
stan. This is the only arrangement which makes travel
possible in a tribal country: but it makes the adoption of a
guest a responsibility, and the master of the house or some
influential representative is alone willing to undertake it.
My young accomplice, Hasan, had given me two letters,
one to an uncle and one to a cousin: but both were out for
the day, and we were received by a cavalier and jaunty young
man with shining slanting eyes and thin lips, and a wavy
moustache he was proud of, dressed in a white coat quilted
in patterns, with a tobacco bag hanging at his sash, and a
coloured silk turban off the back of his head.
He was, I discovered later, the daughter's fiance, and took
the leadership of affairs upon himself. He went swaggering
ahead to lead us to the chief tent with an air of: " We'll think
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